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one would think that its astronomical cost ($2.8 billion) would be its ultimate downfall. avatar is an
ensemble piece where every actor brought their a game. josh helman and zoe saldana both received

oscar nominations for their leads. upstart newcomer tom hanks plays the lead antagonist, an evil
corporate raider. and upstarts malinas morgan freeman and sigourney weaver round out the cast.
the cost of such stars makes this a different kind of tentpole. it means that the box office draw of
avatar rises and falls with its chemistry. it means that avatar has an inherent risk factor. it's one

thing to have a few mediocre stars in a major film (sorry, depp, your pirates of the caribbean is not
an event. it's a mega-hit). it is another to have a star-studded movie that completely loses its luster

when stars fail or simply do not measure up. avatar would seem to be a perfect storm, a kind of
liquid metal amalgamation of stars that also happens to be a technological marvel. even with the

'blade runner' buzz, [robert watanabe's departure] from the lead role in avatar could not have gone
over the top more if they were being completely real about it. yet the fact that disney and cameron
were so desperate to keep the story that they replaced a franchise blockbusting director, and gave
him a huge pay raise, is such embarrassing proof that the movie has all the trappings of a bait-and-
switch, or a hype job. more.. hit dailies for 'avatar' january 14th, 2010 the new 3-d posters should be

appearing soon. the first, which we all expected, was revealed on the official twitter account. it
shows a blue-skinned alien staring at something just past the bottom of the poster. the second

poster, which has been revealed here on toyfare, shows a more alien-y jake sully, pulling a lever.
more.. everything you should know about 'avatar' (before you go see it) january 14th, 2010
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in a lengthy post on his slate blog, cameron explains that he'll be the perfect avatar, the best avatar
- his exact words - for you. to prove his point he launches into a long diatribe on how much better he
is at making movies than any other director, and how much better he is at directing movies than any

other director. he talks about how he approaches cinematography more thoroughly than anyone
before him. he talks about his love of 3-d. the bleecker street theatre's board has once again been
publicly spanking sales for some of the country's biggest films. for a third weekend in a row, titanic

has been number one at the box office. it's been propelled by a stellar 18th century gross that places
it just below cinderella man ($129 million), $30 million above the last bleecker street theater edition
of avatar ($107 million). the movie has made over $500 million domestically and it's only tuesday.

both are solid, respectable pictures. i'm a big fan of titanic. more.. avatar to hit $600 million at
worldwide box office january 11th, 2010 paramount's avatar is now the fourth highest grossing film

of all time at the global box office, behind star wars (tie), harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 2
(tie), and titanic. the film has grossed $1,858,866,889 and is getting ready to hit the $2 billion mark,

well ahead of titanic. more.. avatar thrills with $13.2m in china january 9th, 2010 over the last
weekend, avatar dropped just 26% to $13.2 million. that's a very solid hold and the film is on track to

break $600 million at the us box office, or $600.6 million globally. more.. disney buys lucasfilm so
that means.? june 29th, 2009 5ec8ef588b
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